Research has shown tentative support for a "borrowed word effect" of English-based loanwords in Japanese (gairaigo) on written production in English by Japanese learners. This study interrogates a longitudinal learner corpus of argumentative and narrative writing by Japanese learners (NNS) and a corresponding NS corpus. Vocabulary profile analyses revealed: 1) NNS writing showed greater deployment of loanword cognate items than NS writing in both genres.
been estimated that loanwords comprise between 5% and 10% of the Japanese lexicon (Stanlaw 2004; Daulton 2011) , that 95% function as nouns, and 85% are of English origin (NINJAL 2005) .
The extent of gairaigo usage in different written and spoken genres appears to vary considerably. Shibu and Sanada (1980) found gairaigo accounted for 10% of types and 3% of tokens in the speech of workers and college students. More recently, Itō (2003) found that 8% of types and 10% of tokens in Japanese pop lyrics were gairaigo. In contrast, much higher proportions of gairaigo were found in TV commercials by Takashi (1990) and in magazines by NINJAL (1994 NINJAL ( , 2005 . In terms of subject areas, an NHK survey in 1995 (cited in Tomoda 2005) found that gairaigo were most frequently used in advertisements, politics and economics, entertainment and leisure, and sports.
In relation to English language acquisition, despite the distance between Japanese and English, English-based loanword cognates may give Japanese learners a 'head start' similar to that which speakers of European languages enjoy when learning other European languages (Odlin 1989) . However, potential benefits of a large common lexicon must be tempered with the recognition that there are problems relating to partial semantic identity and difference in grammatical restrictions of the lexemes in question (Odlin 1989, 79) . These considerations aside, it has been suggested that the considerable number of loanwords in the Japanese lexicon, especially those derived from English, provide a valuable resource for Japanese L2 learners of English (Brown and Williams 1985; Brown 1995; Kay 1995; Daulton 1999 Daulton , 2007 Daulton , 2008a Daulton , 2009 Daulton , 2011 . Numerous studies support this contention (Van Benthuysen 2004) . Knowledge and awareness of gairaigo can facilitate lexical acquisition (Yoshida 1978) , the comprehension of foreign lexis (Brown and Williams 1985; Kimura 1989) , aural recognition and pronunciation (Hashimoto 1992) , and the recognition and recall of vocabulary (Daulton 1998) . Moreover, from a review of studies, Nation (2003) concludes that, in general, the conscious use of loanword cognate items can be an effective strategy for vocabulary expansion.
The use of gairaigo as a learning tool may, however, have potential disadvantages. Learners may not be aware of the language of origin and thus use an item inappropriately, Kay (1995) citing the example of the loanword arubaito used in English to refer to part-time work when, in fact, its origin is the German arbeit (work). The degree of phonological, semantic, and syntactic transformation that loanwords undergo in their integration into Japanese can have a negative effect on learners' ability to use spoken English (Olah 2007) . Pronunciation is distorted (Yano 2001) , and learners are largely unaware of the meaning of loanwords in their language of origin (Yamazaki 1997 (Yamazaki , 1998 and the semantic changes they have undergone (Tanaka and Tanaka 1995) . As noted previously, the frequency of usage in different contexts can vary considerably, and high frequency of types does not necessarily correspond to high token counts. The NINJAL survey (2005) indicated that gairaigo comprised 25% of types but only 12% of tokens. Horikawa (2012) , using a corpus of almost 19 million words, found only 338 types at a level of significance set at 30 or more per million. What these figures suggest is that specific borrowings and usage may be influenced by their functionality in Japanese and not necessarily correlate with patterns of employment in the original language, with consequent influences on learners' lexicons and word choices. Nouns are more likely than verbs to be crosslinguistically transferred (Marian and Kaushanskaya 2008) , gairaigo adjectivals are more likely to be used to modify gairaigo nouns (Stanlaw 1997; Bordilovskaya 2012) , and distinctive (and potentially confusing) patterns of L1 usage emerge such as with the addition of the Japanese verb suru (to do) as in the case of katto-suru derived from to cut + suru (Mogi 2012) .
Before the ensuing discussion on the role of loanwords in L2 production, clear distinctions must be made among the terms we employ. Gairaigo, as stated earlier, are loanwords, generally of English origin, used in Japanese. For example, sūpā is a gairaigo term indicating a supermarket or supermarkets. A loanword cognate refers to a loanword in Japanese which is a possible, or theoretical, source of lexical crosslinguistic transfer. For instance, sūpā may or may not expedite the acquisition of supermarket by Japanese L2 learners of English. A loanword cognate item, on the other hand, is an empirical term used to classify any word in English text (produced either by a NS or NNS) that has a corresponding loanword equivalent in Japanese. Supermarket is, thus, a loanword cognate item, with the corresponding loanword equivalent sūpā in Japanese. It must be emphasized that loanword cognate item is used to classify lexical items produced in text without attributing any intention or cognitive process on the part of the writer in the case of NNS writing, and for NS writing simply serves to determine expected frequencies of these lexical items. The distinction between loanword cognate and loanword cognate item is important as the authors are not addressing or making assumptions about the processes of crosslinguistic transfer, but are seeking to identify lexis in L2 production that may be derived from the L1 lexicon. Furthermore, while gairaigo is a point of reference, the analytical focus of this research is the measurable presence of loanword cognate items in text and the statistical relationship of such a presence to the lexicon of loanword cognates. Daulton (2007 Daulton ( , 2009 Daulton ( , 2010 argues that the most frequent and well-established loanword cognate items are relatively stable across time and in usage, providing a valuable linguistic and cultural resource, and constituting "a useful built-in lexicon for Japanese learners of English" (2007, 15) . English lexical items and their gairaigo equivalents provide interlingual cognate pairs -words which are similar in form if not entirely in meaning (Daulton 2008b) . The orthographic transformation and rephonolization of gairaigo is compensated for by a "katakana filter", a psycholinguistic device that decodes such modifications and enables learners to identify and exploit cross-linguistic similarities (Daulton 2003 (Daulton , 2008b . In support, Brown (1995) found that L2 learners showed a preference for using loanwords in a cloze exercise, Daulton (1998) showed that learners could produce loanword cognate items more readily in response to prompts than L2 non-loanwords, and Uchida (2001) demonstrated that junior high school subjects were able to identify the L1-L2 correspondences for about half the unknown L2 words presented. That some learners are ambivalent about the resource gairaigo offers, Daulton (2011) attributes to inadequate information and the negative attitudes of some language instructors. Daulton (1999 Daulton ( , 2003 Daulton ( , 2007 further argues that the built-in gairaigo lexicon is not simply a resource but assists learners in identification and use of inflected forms and derivatives of specific loanword cognate items and actively encourages L2 learners to preferentially employ these items in their written output. Loanword cognates facilitate production, resulting in the relatively greater frequency of loanword cognate items in written texts -a phenomenon that Daulton (2007) terms "the borrowed word effect". In his 2007 study, prior to analyzing learners' writings, an expectation of gairaigo usage was established by examining the number of correspondences between his database of commonly used gairaigo and high frequency words in the British National Corpus (as reported by Nation 2004) . In the first 1000 most frequent words in the BNC list, 803 types were found to correspond to loanwords in Japanese, 548 families corresponded to loanwords, and 54.8% of word families corresponded to loanwords. Calculations were made for the first 1000, second 1000, and third 1000 words, with an expected decline in the number of correspondences, but indicating that of the first 3000 words, 1808 words and 1356 families corresponded to loanwords. When analyzing the learners' texts, Daulton found a disproportionately higher frequency of loanword cognate items than would be expected from the number of loanwords corresponding to the BNC's most frequent 3000 words. This might be due to the comfort in using familiar and generalized vocabulary, lexis that Hasselgren (1994) terms "lexical teddy bears". Daulton's inference from the results is that, for Japanese L2 learners, gairaigo are the easiest to use, and that loanword cognates not only encourage overall production but also facilitate overall acquisition.
This review indicates that the integration of loanwords into Japanese is only accomplished by their significant modification, modification that some researchers (e.g. Otake 2008) have argued limit their usefulness in language acquisition and production. However, it is also noted that gairaigo is an important element in the lexicon of present-day Japanese, with a considerable number of loanword types utilized in fields as diverse as advertising, politics, economics, entertainment and leisure. Given their ubiquity, gairaigo may potentially have a valuable role in L2 acquisition. Daulton (e.g. 2007) consistently argues that gairaigo offer a means by which learners can access, acquire, and use loanword cognate items, the L2 words from which they are derived. A corpus analysis of frequencies of gairaigo usage in L2 written texts may indicate the veracity of Daulton's claims -and the importance of loanwords for Japanese learners of English. Based partially on Daulton's (2007) methodology, we further the investigation by using a slightly larger longitudinal learner corpus as well as a NS corpus to identify norms and answer the following research questions (NNS, or non-native speakers, indicating Japanese learners of English):
1. Does NNS writing show higher frequencies of loanword cognate item deployment than NS writing? 2. Given the claims that loanword cognates provide a valuable initial resource for NNS, does the frequency of loanword cognates items in learner writing decrease over time as writers' English vocabulary resources develop? 3. Given the variations in usage of gairaigo in different modes, fields and genres, do patterns of loanword cognate item deployment differ between narrative and argumentative genre writing within NNS writing and NS writing respectively? 4. Given the changes that loanwords undergo in their integration into Japanese and their employment within the language, does NNS writing exhibit patterns of loanword cognate item usage that deviate from NS writing?
Data and Methodology

Corpus data collection
In order to answer the research questions outlined, this research investigates the usage of loanword cognate items in a longitudinal learner corpus comprised of the English writing of 170 Japanese university student learners of English (NNS) and another corpus comprised of the writing of 29 native speakers (NS) of English (American university students aged 18-22 on short-term study abroad programs at Japanese Universities) in both narrative and argumentative genres. This provides two corpora for comparison: 1) The NS corpus comprised of two subcorpora (argumentative and narrative), and 2) the NNS corpus comprised of four subcorpora (argumentative and narrative writing at 2 time points). The writing samples were obtained in strictly controlled conditions. Two writing prompts were presented to the writers, with one eliciting a narrative writing sample and the other an argumentative writing sample. For the Japanese learners, the prompts were presented in Japanese to avoid influence of lexical items within the prompts, and for the native speakers, in English as follows: Writing was carried out with pen and paper. During the 40 minutes allowed for writing, speaking was not permitted, nor was the use of reference materials such as dictionaries. The same procedure was followed in the collection of samples at both points in time. For the Japanese learners, the writing samples were collected at two points in time, one year apart at the onset of their first and second year of English writing instruction in university. The handwritten samples were then digitally transcribed to text files, checked to be fair copies, and the files organized in a database in preparation for electronic text analysis. The researchers then proofread transcribed files and corrected spelling mistakes, where the attempted lexical item was obvious, in order to preserve and render identifiable (by wordlists) as many of the lexical items deployed by NNS as possible. The token counts for the resulting corpora are shown in Table 1 . Daulton's (2007) methodology, function words were removed leaving only content words for analysis. Table 2 shows the token counts for the corpora after function words and non-BNC words were removed. 2.3 Identification of loanword cognate items In order to determine which words could be treated as loanword cognate items, we adopt Daulton's approach of using the BNC 14,000 most frequent word family lists (Nation 2004 ) and modified versions of Daulton's (2007) subsets of these wordlists comprised only of corresponding loanwords. In total, two groups of four wordlists were created: (1) Three wordlists based on the BNC containing the first, second, and third most frequent word families wordlists respectively, and a fourth wordlist combining the 4,000-14,000 most frequent word families. (2) The corresponding loanword-only subsets of the four BNC lists described in (1) above. The raw frequencies of loanword cognate items and other words were calculated by submitting the individual subcorpora to vocabulary profile analysis using AntWord (Anthony 2013 ) and the previously described wordlists. This allowed calculation of ratios of loanword cognate items to non-loanword items in each of the subcorpora for comparison.
Comparison of the loanword cognate item and non-loanword item ratios between the subcorpora was carried out using the Log-likelihood G2 ratio statistic using a contingency table (cf. Rayson and Garside 2000) containing raw frequencies of loanword cognate items and non-loanword cognate items in two corpora or subcorpora (see Table 3 ), allowing determination of expected values and differences in deployment of loanword cognate items between: 1) NNS and NS argumentative / narrative writing, and 2) two time points of NNS writing in either genre. See also Table 5 for specific comparisons.
In addition, a keyword analysis of NNS writing was carried out using AntConc (Anthony 2013 ) and the NS corpus as reference corpora within the respective genres. This analysis reveals an unusually high frequency deployment of specific lexical items and highlights those that may warrant closer examination in considering the nature of and implications of transfer from L1 to L2.
Results
Proportions of loanword cognate items
Each of the subcorpora was submitted to vocabulary profiling using the BNC 14,000 most frequent word family lists and corresponding subsets comprised of loanword cognates. Off-list items (i.e., proper nouns and words outside the BNC 14,000 most frequent word families) were excluded. Table 4 shows the raw frequencies of loanword cognate items and non-loanword items and normalized frequencies of loanword cognate items expressed as percentages. The ratio of loanword cognate items and non-loanword cognate BNC items were compared between the NNS corpora for both time points and NS corpora in each genre using the Log-likelihood G2 ratio (see Table 5 for results). The narrative writing of Japanese writers at both Time Point 1 (50%) and Time Point 2 (48%) exhibited significantly greater deployment of loanword cognate items than NS writing (39%). Similarly, the argumentative writing of Japanese writers at both Time 1 (51%) and Time 2 (52%) exhibited significantly greater deployment of loanwords than NS writing (34%). There appears to be a clear and persistent preference for loanwords cognate items among Japanese writers when compared with NSs. NS ARG (34) 24.11 ** *=p<0.01 **= p < 0.001 *** = p < 0.0001
Longitudinal comparison in both narrative and argumentative writing showed slight decrease and increase respectively over time; however, the difference was not significant. After a period of one year, the proportional deployment of loanword cognate items appears to have remained constant.
In the comparison between genres, NS writing showed significantly more loanword cognate items in narrative writing (39%) compared with argumentative (35%).
NNS writing showed no difference between narrative and argumentative writing at Time Point 1 (50% and 51% respectively) and a small significant difference Time Point 2 (48% and 52% respectively), but the direction of the difference was opposite to that observed in NS writing.
Overall, the findings confirm the intuitive expectation that NNSs would consistently deploy loanword cognate items more frequently than NSs. NS data shows that loanword cognate items may be more likely to appear in narrative texts, while NNS writing shows no differences in the deployment of loanword cognate items between the genres.
Keywords in NNS writing
In the list of keywords generated for the narrative NNS writing samples, of the 20 highest-ranked words (by Keyness calculated by log-likelihood ratio), 11 out of 20 at Time Point 1, and 10 out of 20 at Time Point 2 were loanword cognate items (see Table 6 ). In both cases, the three highest-ranked loanwords were buy, shopping and happy. The selection of these items in particular is attributable to the prompt, which elicited writing in the thematic areas of shopping, travel, language and culture and will be discussed later. The deployment of loanword cognate items may also be explained by the preference for NNS writers to describe the shopping process as a central part of the story, whereas NS writing focused more on description and the thought processes of the protagonists of their narratives, where the associated lexis may not feature among loanword cognate items. The NS writing exhibited these specific loanword cognate items far less frequently.
The selection of lexical items by the NNSs favors loanword cognate items as well as other very high frequency (BNC) words. In order to determine the nature of the cross-linguistic transfer, the words were also analyzed in context (i.e., using concordance or n-grams) where grammatical and semantic usage can be clearly identified. Returning to the original text files of transcribed learner writing (to preserve the function words for analysis of grammaticality), examination of the loanword cognate item 'shopping' revealed the string 'go/went to shopping'. This ungrammatical insertion of the preposition 'to' may be traced back to the usage of shoppingu in Japanese. There were 60 and 70 instances of this string observed in NNS writing at Time Points 1 and 2 respectively. A Google search revealed 5.8 million hits for the construction shoppingu ni iku (lit. shopping to go) in Japanese.
ショッピング に 行く shoppingu ni iku shopping to-PURP go 'go shopping'
The particle ni in Japanese can be translated as to in English. It appears that this construction has been transferred from the Japanese usage to usage in English. A further example of loanword cognate item usage helps to illustrate another possible case of transfer from Japanese. The English lexical item 'sale' is widely used in Japanese as the gairaigo sēru, and in response to the narrative prompt, 20 instances of the word 'sale' were found in the NNS texts. Among these instances, 10 include the construction 'to be' + 'sale', For example: "This department is sale from today." or, "the bag was sale." The word 'sale' in both English and Japanese are semantically similar, however, syntactically the behavior is quite different. In English, the first construction would use the verb 'has' rather than 'be', that is "The department store has a sale from today." In the second instance, English usage conventions would call for the insertion of the preposition 'on' before sale, realized in the construction: 'The bag was on sale." In Japanese, these constructions are realized in ways that resemble those observed in the NNS English texts:
( Note that example (1) above shows that L1 usage may have transferred in the use of the verb 'be' instead of 'have', while in example (2), the verb 'be' is appropriate, but L1 usage conventions may have transferred resulting in the omission of the preposition 'on' before 'sale'.
Keyword analysis of NNS argumentative writing also revealed interesting usage patterns. Table 7 shows the 20 highest-ranked keywords in NNS argumentative writing at both time points by keyness, and again a high proportion of these are loanword cognate items (T1=13/20; T2=14/20), even more so than was found in narrative writing (see Table 5 ). These results suggest overuse of the words listed, and in particular, those that may be categorized as loanword cognate items.
Examination of these items reveals that many are related to specific rhetorical functions in argumentative writing. The word think is perhaps overused to introduce the writers' opinion, and although it is not classified as a loanword cognate item, its usage may be a more general characteristic of learner writing (i.e., using a very limited set of basic constructions to realize rhetorical objectives). On the other hand, there are a number of lexical items which are used to present the advantages and disadvantages of study abroad called for in the prompt. In the NNS writing, advantages and disadvantages are frequently expressed with the phrases "good point(s)" and "bad point(s)", and less frequent but high in keyness are the words merit and demerit. Note that the Japanese translation of the prompts used the loanwords meritto and demeritto, which may have influenced the selection of these lexical items.
NS writing in contrast did exhibit usage of words such as "advantage" and "disadvantage" to highlight the pros and cons of study abroad, but more often, other more sophisticated rhetorical devices were used for this purpose and in many cases do not include specific use of lexical items meaning 'advantage' or 'disadvantage'. The following are examples from the NS corpus which introduce advantages or disadvantages of study abroad:
(1) Unfortunately, there are also drawbacks to…. Finally, the cause of the observed overuse of the string 'good/bad point' widely evident in NNS writing must be carefully considered to determine whether it is a feature specific to Japanese L2 English writing or common in English L2 writing by learners of various L1 backgrounds.
Discussion
As we have seen, gairaigo represent an integral element of the Japanese lexicon, fashioned over time to conform to the constraints of the language but often retaining sufficient similarities to their origins (cognation) for it to be argued that they provide an important resource for Japanese learners of English, expediting the acquisition and use of the L2 words from which they are derived. Daulton (2007) has demonstrated that this results in a relatively higher frequency usage of loanword cognate items in written texts or "borrowed word effect". The aim of this study was to extend the investigation by using a larger longitudinal learner corpus, an updated database of loanword cognates, as well as a NS corpus to identify norms. We sought to answer four research questions.
Analysis of the corpus data reveals a marked and consistent pattern of overuse of loanword cognate items by Japanese learners of English in their English writing over time in comparison to their native speaker peers. This may be partially explained by the fact that it is L2 learner writing; it is to be expected that NNS writers deploy more high-frequency words (i.e. BNC first thousand most frequent word families), where a significant proportion are borrowed as loanwords. The keyword analysis does, however, show a very strong preference for particular loanword cognate items suggesting overreliance on these items by Japanese writers. Moreover, this trend does not appear to change over time suggesting that over the period of one year, these learners have continued to draw on a limited resource of lexical exponents and rhetorical strategies. The implication is that Japanese learners of English are using these loanword cognate items as lexical teddy bears (Hasselgren 1994 ) and this may operate simultaneously or overlap with a borrowed word effect.
The comparison of loanword cognate items in narrative and argumentative writing both within and between NS and NNS texts revealed a genre effect in NS writing. That is, loanword cognate items were more prevalent in NS narrative writing than in NS argumentative writing. This was not observed in NNS writing at Time Point 1, and a reverse tendency was observed at Time Point 2 (i.e. loanword cognate items were slightly more frequent in NNS argumentative writing at Time Point 2). One explanation may be that NNS writers are influenced more by their lexical resources than by the specific demands of different genres.
As to whether NNS usage of loanword cognate items deviates from NS usage, observations of the overuse of these items, and cases of ungrammaticality by NNSs, provide support for this proposition. The usage of merit and demerit is in no way erroneous, for example, but these are readily available and appropriate cognates for the expression of advantages and disadvantages. Similarly, usage of good point or bad point to discuss advantages and disadvantages is functional and appropriate to an extent. While writers are using these cognates as a resource, heavy reliance is evident and does not appear to diminish with time. It is also important to consider that word knowledge also entails understanding of the frequency and how it is used conventionally in a language (Jarvis and Pavlenko 2008) . The overuse of certain loanword cognate items may indicate a lack of word knowledge in this sense. In addition, cases of ungrammaticality provide evidence for the aforementioned lack of word knowledge.
The present study provides support for Daulton's (2007) notion of a borrowed word effect. However, it does not appear as pronounced as in his findings due either to methodological differences or differences in the proficiency level and attitude toward English among the learners. His study of the effects of loanwords in production analyzes the writing of learners in an engineering program, in contrast to those in the present study, who are majoring in English-related studies. Differences between Daulton's and our study -proficiency level, educational context, exposure to English, and learner goals -might all impact on use of loanword cognate items. In the present study, the period of one year was not long enough for changes to be observed; however, it is possible that a decline would be seen after longer periods and at higher proficiency levels. In their review of landmark crosslinguistic influence research findings, Jarvis and Pavlenko (2008) note that as L2 proficiency increases, some transfer errors decline while others may emerge later, and it is therefore not a simple linear process. It is not unlikely that as proficiency increases and more connections between gairaigo and English become salient, learners will deploy additional, perhaps lower frequency, loanword cognate items which may entail semantic or syntactic features in Japanese that influence usage in English adversely.
Caution must be exercised when making comparisons of learner English and native-speaker English. The more frequent use of certain lexical items by L2 learners may reflect not only linguistic proficiency and resources but also rhetorical choices related to culture or training. Indeed, Hinkel (2003) , in her comparison of second language writers' texts, observed a very strong preference for the use of first person personal pronouns in the English texts of Japanese writers, which she attributes to L2 writing instruction aiming to develop fluency through personal narratives. She also found that Japanese writers' texts are characterized by a relatively high rate of use of logical/semantic conjunctions. While these features may be characterized as divergent from NS writing as overuse, it is important to consider that they may be stylistic or rhetorical choices that do not necessarily reflect proficiency.
As discussed earlier, whether these loanword cognates should be considered as a resource is an important issue. Daulton (2011) , for example, is quite optimistic about loanwords and cites a number of studies, many focused on receptive language skills, which suggest loanword cognates facilitate recognition and recall of these words in English. Daulton suggests that "[i]t is likely that English loanwords in Japanese are promoting production itself, as having easily accessed vocabulary facilitates communication overall " (2012, 74) , and although there is certainly an argument that cognates contribute to fluency, the issue of dependence and overreliance also suggests issues and challenges. The nature of the cognate and its usage in Japanese may result in L2 English usage which is ungrammatical or semantically inappropriate. This was observed in the NNS corpus as a widespread phenomenon in the string go to shopping, which as described earlier, may likely be attributed to the Japanese expression shoppingu ni iku grammatically realized with the insertion of the purposive particle ni and translated in English as 'go shopping' or 'go to do shopping'. Although it does not interfere with the intelligibility, it is a clear example of the problem Odlin (1989) highlights in his discussion of cognates in language transfer noting that " [w] hile a pair of cognates may be semantically similar, there are often grammatical restrictions in one language, but not in another, and such restrictions can occasion difficulty" (1989, 79) . The question of whether loanword cognates are in fact a resource depends on whether learners can surmount the inherent obstacles and deploy loanword cognate items at appropriate frequency in appropriate registers with recognition of and adherence to semantic conventions and grammatical restrictions in L2.
4.1 Limitations of the study and future research This study was based on a relatively small learner corpus, which entails the associated problems with small corpus size. One important feature of this corpus, the fixed prompts for writing, allows for a specific comparison of lexical items brought to bear on the task, but also has a limiting and selective effect favoring lexis related to topical areas (i.e., shopping, leisure, and travel). The distribution of loanwords in Japanese may fall more in these areas, increasing the probability that loanwords are selected. Interrogation of more diverse Japanese learner corpora would shed light on the effect of prompt or topic area.
Further concerns are whether the frequencies of items identified as loanword cognates are the product of secondary education language texts used in Japan or a reflection of learner English in general. Japanese learner corpora must be compared with those of other L1 groups to distinguish the cognate items from learner language.
Since the time of this study, a follow-up study with a similar design has been carried out to compare frequency of loanword cognate items in English texts of writers from 16 L1 groups, including Japanese, using the ICLE corpus (Struc and Wood 2014) . The findings show that in comparison with all other groups, respectively and as a whole, L1 Japanese writers deployed loanword cognate items at significantly higher frequency. This suggests that rather than simply being an artifact of learner language, overuse of loanword cognate items is a characteristic unique to L1 Japanese learners of English, at least among learners from the 16 L1 groups comprising the ICLE corpus.
Although Daulton's (2007) borrowed word effect result has been replicated to a degree, it is considerably less prominent than that observed in his study, which may be attributed to methodological differences or differences between the populations of writers contributing to the corpora in the respective investigations.
Finally, formulaic language research approaches offer opportunities to more clearly define the behavior of loanword cognate items in Japanese learner writing in English and highlight cases of semantic deviation and ungrammaticality associated with L1 usage. While concordances of NNS texts may direct researchers to repeated patterns of ungrammaticality, strings revealed through generating n-grams of various lengths could highlight the frequency of recurrent, or formulaic, patterns of language associated with loanword cognate items. Furthermore, interrogating relatively larger corpora is necessary to identify formulaic language in Japanese L2 English writing with greater confidence.
